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In this limited survey, nineteenth-century cast-iron

facades in Texas were recorded and compared to iron-fronted

buildings in New York City. It was found that generally,

the still existing buildings in Texas cities and towns were

similar to those in New York in style but differed to the

extent to which the cast-iron elements were used. None of

the existing iron facades in Texas used iron as support

beyond the first floor of the facade. This held true even

in multi-storied buildings in Texas where cast"-iron columns

on the first floor carried the weight of a brick facade on

the upper floors. It appears that nineteenth-century build-

ers in Texas knew of New York trends in cast-iron but had

definite regional preferences,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Cast-iron architecture of the nineteenth century has

,1
been recognized as the precursor to skyscraper construction,

2
and therefore, to twentieth century architecture. The

superior strength of cast-iron over wood or stone and the

facility available with prefabricated parts was demonstrated

in 1851 with the Crystal Palace in London. Joseph Paxton,

the architect, formerly a greenhouse designer, had elevated

garden architecture to the level of public building and had

also introduced a new aesthetic of metal and glass. Because

of his use of simple cast-iron parts, Paxton had illustrated

how large buildings could be quickly and cheaply erected,

which would also admit more light than ever before. This

was the "Age of Iron," and the Crystal Palace exemplifies

its spirit of a fascination with modernity and technology.

In the literature of architectural history, cast-iron

used in building facades has received little attention until

recently. Generally, a paragraph or two will briefly mention

'Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture (Cam-

bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1967), p. 200.

2 Carl U. Condit, American Building (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 86.
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the use of cast-iron in facades, if it is mentioned at all,

and cite the name of a New Yorker, James Bogardus, the rec-

ognized innovator and promoter in America. Little informa-

tion is available about cast-iron skeletons in America

because it is difficult to research since they are not ex-

ternally visible.

There are several reasons why cast-iron facades have

not received much research from scholars. Cast-iron build-

ing was in fashion for only a few decades, approximately

from the 1850's to 1880's,3 to be overtaken and overshadowed

by steel at the end of the century. The emphasis on steel

is reflected in the literature. Although cast-iron, with

its strength and durability, foreshadows the possibilities

of steel and skyscraper construction, which was America's

contribution to twentieth century architecture, it remains

in a minor position in history of architecture books.

A second possible reason for the lack of information

is that cast-iron facades fall in the period known as

"Victorian," which until recently had perjorative connota-

tions. The word "Victorian" for most people suggests a

period when no one style dominated, but rather, many styles

based, often loosely, on architecture of the past. Because

of its malleable quality, cast-iron was cast into these

popular designs, following the trends from Neoclassic to

3Giedion, p. 200.
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neo-Gothic. It could be argued that when Victorian archi-

tecture passed out of fashion, so did cast-iron.

Another, and possibly more important, reason for the

obscurity of cast-iron facades is the fact that the archi-

tects who were considered important during the nineteenth

century in America did not design these facades. A survey

of architectural history will usually list the significant

and influential architects of the time and proceed to men-

tion their accomplishments. Often Bogardus' name does not

appear in this type of survey, because he was not an archi-

tect but rather the owner of a factory. Most of the facades

which were erected by Bogardus' or other foundries were de-

signed by in-factory personnel, with no architect involved.4

As we move further from the nineteenth century in time,

there is a tendency to re-examine aspects of art and archi-

tecture of this period which were once considered beneath

attention. The cast-iron facade is such an aspect. Because

of its initial economy and the anonymity of designers, it

has long been ignored,with little in-depth research. As

with other areas of nineteenth-century art and architecture,

it is important to catalog historic monuments for future

reference. It is equally important to recognize the inno-

vative and artistic use of cast-iron in the history of

architecture.

Giedion, p. 200.
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The purpose of this research was to uncover and examine

cast-iron architecture in Texas and compare it to the more

familiar iron facades of New York City. Some specific work

has recently been undertaken in the area of cast-iron fa-

cades which still exist in the city of New York. It is

estimated that New York has approximately two hundred-fifty

to three hundred such buildings, more than any other city.5

By comparing Texas facades with those of New York City, one

can determine how Texas fits into this aspect of nineteenth

century American architecture.6

5 Margot Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York
(New York: Dover Publications, 1974), p. vi.

6Facades to be examined are in Houston, Galveston,
northeast, and northcentral Texas. Preliminary research indi-

cated that cast-iron fronts in far northern and western areas

of Texas were rare. Local historical societies and the Texas

Historical Commission were sources for possible sites of

cast-iron architecture in Texas. A magnet is necessary to
determine if the facade contains cast-iron supports under-
neath several coats of paint.



CHAPTER II

BRIEF HISTORY OF CAST-IRON ARCHITECTURE

OUTSIDE OF AMERICA

Cast-iron has been in existence since the Middle Ages,

although it was not until the eighteenth century and the

Industrial Revolution that it became more frequently used

as a building material. 1 It was during the Middle Ages,

in the fourteenth century, that furnaces were refined and

finally able to turn iron into a molten state for casting.2

Up until that time, the iron used was wrought, and it was

used as auxiliary members in large constructions as early

as the fifth century, B. C.3

Since the Industrial Revolution is considered to have

started in England, it is not surprising that numerous and

early examples of building with cast-iron appear there.

Iron as visible support was used in England in St. Anne's

of Liverpool galleries 4 in 1770-72.5 Several years later

Condit, American Building, pp. 76-77.

2
Condit, American Building, p. 77.

3Condit, American Building Art1 the Nineteenth Century

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 25.

4 Henry Russell Hitchcock, Architecture: Nineteenth and
Twentieth Century (Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, 1971),
pp. 170-171.

5Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,
p. 25.

5
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in England, 1777, the famous Coalbrookdale Bridge was begun

where cast-iron supplanted masonry as the central structure.
6

This is just one example of among many, for it is not the

intent here to deal with bridge building in depth.

During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies, particularly in England, cast-iron was used for

skeletal support in mills. The West Mill at Belper, 1792,

a calico mill at Derby, 1792,7 and Benyons, Marshall and

Bage mill, 1796, in Shrewsbury are early examples.8

Some of these early buildings employing cast-iron often

used brick as a covering for the iron as a fire-resistant

measure, as cast-iron had proved brittle when subjected to

extreme heat. 9 However, it should be noted that cast-iron

was not always covered, as in the case. of the Benyons, Mar-

shall and Bage mill, where the cast-iron columns of interior

support were exposed.1 0

The well-known Brighton Pavilion of 1818, by John Nash,

employed cast-iron columns in the kitchen, and they were

made to resemble palm trees. In a less whimsical vein,

6.
Hitchcock, p. 171.

7.
Hitchcock, p. 171.

8Nikolaus Pevsner, Pioneers of Modern Design (Middle-

sex, England: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1960), pp. 120-121.

9Hitchcock, p. 171.

10 Pevsner, p. 121.

"1Hitchcock, p. 172.
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the Coal Exchange in London of 1846 and Bibliotheque Sainte-

Genevieve in Paris of 1843 both used cast-iron columns as

interior support, the columns being made to suggest Classi-

12
cal design. In the case of the London Coal Exchange, the

interior is a "cage of iron" with an iron and glass roof.13

Interestingly, even when the iron structure is exposed, an

historical style was employed with cast-iron scroll brackets,

imitating stone.

During the 1830's in France, cast-iron was frequently

used in the building of "galeries," where glass and iron

roofs were not uncommon. Two examples were the Bazar de

l'Industrie of 1830 and Galeries du Commerce et de l'Indus-

trie of 1838, both in Paris. Each employed iron as support,

as well as in the roof. The latter "galerie" used neoRenais-

sance designs in the facade.14 Iron used in shop fronts in

Paris was also common at this point,15 foretelling the

trend to occur in America.

The innovation of building with iron had a side effect

which was to become apparent in the nineteenth century, and

it would seem even more evident in America than in Europe.

1 2Hitchcock, p. 180-182.

13 Hitchcock, p. 180.

14 Hitchcock, p. 176.

15 Hitchcock, p. 176.
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That side effect would be the elevated position of engineers

in building. They were needed increasingly to assist in

accurate measurements, and later, they were to branch out

on their own and build without the benefit of architects.16

This development was evident in America because of the lack

of a strong tradition in architecture or a single approved

"school" as in France and the Ecole des Beaux Arts. Many

cast-iron facades were designed by in-factory personnel in

America with no architect involved. 1 7

By mid-nineteenth century, cast-iron had come into its

own in Europe and America, 18 as demonstrated by the famous

Crystal Palace of 1851 in London. It proved what had been

declared in France two years earlier in Revue genrale de

l'architecture, "The new architecture is architecture in

iron."19 While the scale of the Crystal Palace was immense,

eight hundred thousand square feet, the real importance lay

in the easily assembled, prefabricated parts. Other proj-

ects submitted for the Great Exhibition's hall relied on

specially cast pieces of iron.20 The Palace was not only

16
Hitchcock, p. 171.

17 Giedion, p. 200.

18 Hitchcock, p. 183.

19 Giedion, p. 214.

20 Leonardo Benevolo, History of Modern Architecture:
Volume I (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1971), p. 96.
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constructed in nine months, an unheard-of feat, but was

also disassembled and re-erected in 1852 at Sydenham,

where it stood until it was destroyed by fire in 1936.21

This ease and quickness of construction was to be touted in

America as one of the major advantages of iron over tradi-

tional materials, wood and stone.
2 2

2 1 Hitchcock, pp. 184-186.

2 2 Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,

p. 35.



CHAPTER III

CAST-IRON ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA

In America, the use of cast-iron in architecture can

be traced back as early as 1829 to Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

A "carpenter-builder" named John Haviland erected a bank

which included a two-story facade of separate cast-iron

pieces which were put together at the site. However, it is

not known if the iron actually carried a load or was purely

cosmetic, over a masonry wall. Haviland came to use cast-

iron plates on the bank when he could not find in area

quarries the kind of stone he wanted. As so many were to

do, Haviland chose the Renaissance as an historical style

to emulate.1

By 1835, in New York City, a foundry was turning out

cast-iron solely for the use in storefronts. Jordan L.

Mott was the owner, and by 1836 a patent was given to him

k 2
for his casting of hollow columns of iron. Years later,

in 1870, in a Texas newspaper, Mott's foundry was to adver-

tise its cast-iron as "suitable for the Texas market."3

Condit, American Building, p. 28.
2 Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,

p. 28.

3Dallas Herald, 1 October 1870, p. 4.

10



It was in New York City that two entrepreneurs, James

Bogardus and Daniel Badger, set up factories which were to

become important in the manufacture of cast-iron facades.

While iron foundries were fairly common, these owners are

considered notable for their promotion of cast-iron con-

struction in America. One authority asserts that they were

"most responsible for making the construction of cast-iron

buildings into a major industry. "4

It was Daniel Badger who first erected an iron-fronted

building on Washington Street in New York City in 1842.

The store, however, only employed iron on the ground floor,

with columns and lintels of cast-iron.5 This was to become

a common building device, using cast-iron as ground floor

support, and was seen in many towns throughout America. 6

Badger's use of cast-iron in the storefront predates the

buildings Bogardus erected in the late 1840's.

Badger's foundry produced a catalog to advertise its

wares, and the catalog itself is an excellent guide to the

4
Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,

p. 30.

5Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,
p. 30.

6Margot Gayle, "Cast-Iron Architecture U.S.A.," Friends

of Cast-Iron Architecture, February 1978, p. 15.

7 Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,
p. 32.

8 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. viii.
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types of iron and styles available from iron foundries in

the nineteenth century.9 Iron was cast to serve many func-

tions, as displayed in Badger's catalog, from columns and

lintels to stair-rails, fences and lamp-posts. In the cata-

log introduction, Badger enumerated the many advantages of

iron: "strength, lightness of structure, facility of erec-

tion, architectural beauty, economy or cheapness, durability,

incombustibility and renovation.,,10

The cost of highly-wrought and beautiful forms
in stone or marble, executed with the chisel,
is often fatal to their use; but they may be
executed in Iron at a comparatively small out-
lay, and thus placed within the reach of those
who desire to gratify their ow 1 love of art,
or cultivate the public taste.

As for Badger's foundry, the predominant style turned

out was Neoclassic derived from the Venetian Renaissance.1 2

It was perfectly suited to the repetitious "functional pat-

tern of columns, spandrels, and windows," and at the same

time provided the florid ornamentation preferred in this

period. 13 The catalog does illustrate several orders other

9Adolf K. Placek, ed., Origins of Cast Iron Architec-

ture in America (New York: Da Capo Press, 1970).

10 Placek, p. 5-6.

11 Placek, p. 5.

1 2Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,
p. 31.

13
Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Century,

p. 31.
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than the Corinthian; Tuscan, Doric and Ionian, along with an

elaborate "Composite."1 4  However, it is the Corinthian and

Composite orders that are used in the many plates of eleva-

tions of buildings, the simpler orders being ignored. Other

styles represented in Badger's catalog are: a free adapta-

tion of Romanesque, to be used as a heavy railing, perhaps

on a bridge,15 and Gothic of the "rayonnant" style, there

being more glass than cast-iron.16 This latter plate illus-

trates an actual building using Badger's cast-iron, Grover

and Baker Sewing Machine Co., Broadway, New York.17 While

the iron and glass front of this era anticipates the steel

and glass curtain-wall of the twentieth century,18 the

styles are quite removed from the modern aesthetic of "form

follows function" of Louis Sullivan and "ornament is crime"

of Adolf Loos.19

As for James Bogardus, one of his important contribu-

tions to cast-iron architecture is his pamphlet, "Cast Iron

Advatage. ,20Buildings: Their Construction and Advantages.," The tone

1 4 Placek, plate 51.

15 Placek, plate 89, no. 200.

16 Placek, plate 11.

17 Placek, p. 11.

18
Condit, Amterican Building, p. 86.

19 Hitchcock, p. 472, p. 618.

20 Placek, pp. 1-16.
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of the text abounds with typical nineteenth-century enthu-

siasm for the latest technical developments. An example of

enthusiasm is apparent in the following excerpt.

Cast-iron does not indeed possess the character
of wrought iron for resisting tensile strain, but

it is far superior to it in resisting a crushing
force; and it is vastly superior to granite,
marble, freestone, or brick, in resisting any

kind of force or strain. It may, however, for

building purposes, be considered crushing-
proof. According to the tables of our best

authorities, which have been often verified,
a cubic inch of cast-iron can sustain a weight

of eighty tons. Now, since a cubic foot weighs

four hundred and fifty-five lbs., it follows,

by an easy computation, that a column of cast-
iron must be ten miles in height, before it will

crush itself by its own weight. It will be
readily seen that the joint invented by Mr.

Bogardus, effectually secures the whole of

this important quality; and that thereby he

would be enabled to erect a tower or building
many times the height of any other edifice in

the world, which would be perfectly safe to
visitors, in the face of storm or tempest,
though they filled it throughout every story,
to its utmost capacity.2 1

While Bogardus was not alone in his field, despite his claims

to the contrary, his work was outstanding and deserves notice.

Early works of Bogardus are Dr. John Milhau's pharmacy

of 1849, an all-iron factory of Bogardus' of 1849, and Edgar

22
Laing's row of stores of 1849. It is interesting to note

that the iron in these three buildings was cast from the

same molds.23 In fact, Bogardus diverted iron pieces,

21 Placek, p. 8.

2 2 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. viii.

2 3 None of these buildings is still standing, unfortu-
nately.
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intended for his famous factory on Duane and Centre Streets,

for use in the erection of the Laing stores, finishing his

factory later.24 The style was a restrained system of pier

and lintel, remarkable for its simplicity in the mid-nine-

teenth century.

While the Milhau and Laing buildings were iron-fronted,

the factory was most interesting because it was built en-

tirely of iron.25 This was Bogardus' dream, to erect entire

buildings of iron, not just iron-fronted, and this is evi-

denced in the title of his pamphlet, "Cast Iron Buildings."

Unfortunately, the factory only stood for ten years, when

it was dismantled to make room for street improvements.
2 6

There are no hints in the records as to the building's

fate.27 It may have been sold piecemeal to customers or

scrapped to cast new pieces, Bogardus being a businessman

first and last.

As for Bogardus' pamphlet, he extols the many virtues

of cast-iron construction. Not only was it economical,

quick to erect, durable, and safe, it was also capable of

being cast in imitation of any desirable historical style.

24Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture' in New York, p. x.

25Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, p. 34.

2 6 Condit, American Building Art, the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, p. 34.

27Condit, American Buildinj Art, the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, p. 34.
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Since it was noted earlier that cast-iron construction was

common in Europe, it should be pointed out that Bogardus

travelled to Europe2 8 and stided iron a architecture thee

from 1836-40.29 It is known that he noted both the technol-

ogy as well as the Neoclassical style popular in Europe dur-

ing this time. 30

As for the actual construction of cast-iron buildings,

or even just the facade, Bogardus explained in his pamphlet

the ease and exactness possible with pre-cast pieces. He

proclaimed that one did not need a craftsman or even a plumb

to erect a wall of cast-iron. "No plumb is needed; no

square, no level. As fast as the pieces can be handled,

they may be adjusted and secured by the most ignorant work-

man: the building cannot fail to be perpendicular and firm."

Apparently, the expense and availability of skilled crafts-

men were problems not confined to the twentieth century.

Since the cast-iron pieces had been pre-fitted at the fac-

tory, a crew at the building site had only to re-piece and

bolt the iron together, which had been taken apart for

shipping.32 At the end of his pamphlet, Bogardus listed

2 8 Condit, American Building, pp. 81-82.
2 9Placek, p. 4.
30 Placek, p. 4.

31 Placek, p. 7.

32 Placek, pp. 6-7.
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cities where his cast-iron had been shipped, such as Wash-

ington, D.C., Charleston, S.C., and San Francisco, Calif.3 3

Thus, it is obvious that by 1856, when the pamphlet was pub-

lished, Bogardus had already established a reputation

nation-wide.

As mentioned earlier, Badger and Bogardus were out-

standing in their field, but they and their foundries were

by no means alone. In fact, Bogardus designed a cast-iron

building in Baltimore using iron from Baltimore foundries

for the rest of the building. This was the Sun Iron Build-

ing, built in 1851 and felt to be the earliest large com-

mercial building in America. It was five stories tall and

utilized iron for the interior as well as the facade.3 4

As for the style of the Sun Iron Building, the build-

ing's owner, A. S. Abell, and James Bogardus agreed on the

Renaissance as the historical style to emulate. The exte-

rior walls measured fifty-six and seventy-four feet and

were five stories tall. The facade included the usual Neo-

classic designs of Corinthian capitals, engaged columns,

and arches decorated with slightly prominent keystones.3 5

The structure emulated the Renaissance even to include

33 Placek, p. 16.

34 David G. Wright, "Baltimore City Cast Iron," Friends
of Cast Iron Architecture, February 1978, p. 4.

3 5Wright, p. 4.
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statues on the exterior, far above street level, reminiscent

of Orsanmichele of Florence, a pre-Renaissance building dec-

orated in the fifteenth century by leading Renaissance

sculptors. 36 Unfortunately, the Sun Iron Building was de-

stroyed in 1904 in a city-wide fire that enveloped forty-

two blocks of downtown Baltimore. 3 7

One foundry, supplying plumbing for the Sun Iron Build-

ing, was later to manufacture iron for architecture, the

Hayward and Bartlett Company. They were subsequently to

ship iron for a ground floor facade to Galveston, Texas for

the Mallory Building of 1878. The foundry stamp is still

evident. It should be noted that the foundry stamp in

Galveston identifies the company as "Bartlett, Robbins,"

the foundry having changed names several times.39 (slide

#50,51,52)

Philadelphia is another American city which has cast-

iron buildings or cast-iron facades dating from mid-century,

when Badger and Bogardus were trying to stimulate interest

in iron construction. Two early buildings, later demolished,

were the Inquirer Building of 1850, cast by Tiffany and Bot-

tom Ironworks of Trenton, New Jersey and the Penn Mutual

36Frederick Hartt, History of Italian Renaissance Art
(New York: Abrams, Inc. ,1969) , p. 131.

3 7Wright, p. 6.

38 Wright, p. 4.

39 Wright, p. 11.
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Building, also of 1850, manufactured by John Singerly of

Philadelphia. Both of these buildings were iron-fronted

only. 40

A pair of iron-fronted structures, still standing in

Philadelphia, are the Brock Stores of 1850. They were orig-

inally part of a five store complex, with iron fronts and

backs, as well as interior cast-iron supports on the ground

level. These buildings were cast by three foundries in

Philadelphia: Reeves, Buck and Company, J. S. Field and

Company, and Cresson and Company. The style is Italianate,

much more subdued than the massive Sun Iron Building, men-

tioned earlier. These five-story buildings have an ashlar

effect in the upper three floors with Victorian floral

scrolls above the windows and a comparatively simple cornice.

The main entrance appears to have been on the second floor,

with heavy, depressed arches, keystones, pilasters topped

by Corinthian capitals and a cornice as heavy as the one

at the roofline. The ground floor seems to have been des-

ignated as a service level.

These buildings in New York, Baltimore, and Philadel-

phia are but samples of many built in the mid-nineteenth

century in the East. New York alone has approximately three

4 0 Ralph Chiumenti, "Cast Iron Architecture in Philadel-
phia," Friends of Cast Iron Architecture, February 1976,
pp. 1-2.

4 1 Chiumenti, p. 2.
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hundred iron facade buildings still standing, even after

urban renewal projects.42 While one authority claimed

cast-iron construction reached a climax at mid-century,4 3

this does not mean that in America iron architecture

declined immediately thereafter. Late examples of cast-

iron facades are dated in the early years of the twentieth

century, New York examples being: Old Best's Store, 60-62

West Twenty-third Street, 1905; 550 Broadway, 1901; The

Rouss Building, 555 Broadway, 1889 and 1900. Generally,

these late buildings are more restrained in style than the

cast-iron facades erected in the 1860's and 1870's.

42
Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. vi.

4 3Hitchcock, p. 183.

44
Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, pp. 117,

146.



CHAPTER IV

CAST-IRON ARCHITECTURE IN TEXAS

Two basic factors important to cast-iron architecture

in Texas are transportation and foundries. Houston and

Galveston were sites of relatively early cast-iron facades

in Texas because of their status as sea ports. Other cities,

further inland, could not get economical shipment of cast-

iron until they were connected by railroads.1 In the latter

part of the nineteenth century, local foundries were in

operation and producing iron architectural parts, as evi-

denced by the foundry stamps of many eastern Texas foundries.

One of the earliest known examples of cast-iron archi-

tecture in Texas is in Houston, the Pillot Building. (slide

#1-4) The building is thought to have been built around

1857 and the cast-iron added later, possibly after the Civil

War and no later than 1869.2 This practice was not uncommon,

adding cast-iron to an existing building for cosmetic pur-

3
poses. In fact, one of Bogardus' first customers, Dr.

1 Willard B. Robinson, Texas Public Buildings of the
Nineteenth Century (Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press,
1974), p. 60.

2National Register of Historic Places, Nomination form,
July 1969, p. 2.

3 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. ix.

21
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Milhau in New York, had cast-iron added to his pharmacy for

the same reason.4

The cast-iron of the Pillot Building is on the first

floor and faces one street only, Congress, even though the

building is situated on a corner. It was chosen by J. E.

Wood to decorate a map of Houston in 1869, along with other

outstanding buildings of the city.5 The upper floors of

the Pillot Building are masonry with a covering of stucco,

and this was to become one of the most common combinations

in cast-iron architecture in Texas. Of the existing build-

ings with cast-iron facades in eastern Texas, none has a

full cast-iron facade from ground floor to roof. All had

iron support on the front of the building with masonry on

upper floors, either covered by stucco, by pressed metal,

imitating cast-iron, or left plain. The cast-iron clearly

carried the weight of the masonry of the upper floors in

these buildings, taking advantage of the strength of cast-

iron. As for the style of the Pillot Building, neo-Renais-

sance or Neoclassical was chosen, as so often was the case

for commercial architecture of this period.

At the time of the Pillot Building's construction,

there apparently were still wooden-frame buildings in the

Houston commercial district. These were to disappear in

4 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. x.

5 Nomination form, p. 2.
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fires in 1859 and 1860, making way for new construction of

more "substantial" structures in the business area.6 "Sub-

stantial" was an attribute frequently mentioned in describ-

ing houses of business in contemporary newspapers, as we

shall see, and also by historians. The fire of 1859 cleared

the way for a Mr. J. R. Morris to erect the first iron-

fronted building in Houston and all of Texas. It was four

stories high and located on Main Street, near Preston and

Congress Avenues. Even though the Pillot Building was

built earlier, it should be repeated that its iron was

added later. Unfortunately, the Pillot Building is Houston's

only remaining structure with a cast-iron front.

After the building boom of 1859-60, the Civil War and

the depression that followed brought a halt to major con-

struction in Houston. According to one historian, Houston's

skyline remained the same for many years, until 1894 when

the first skyscraper was built by Jacob Binz.

It is obvious that the Civil War had some definite

effect on building in Texas, especially on cast-iron archi-

tecture, since foundry production and transportation were

interrupted for several years. Around Houston, one railroad

6 Samuel 0. Young, A Thumbnail History of the C of
Houston, Texas (Houston, Texas: Rein and Sons Co., 1912) ,
p. 51.

7 Young, p. 50.

8 Young, p. 51.
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line to Galveston was the only road that was maintained dur-

ing the war because of its military importance. The rest

were neglected out of necessity, often the roadbed being

all that remained.9 As for foundries, most were not able

to keep functioning during the war, and the very few that

did manage, turned to the production of war material for

the Confederacy.10

Years later, in 1870, a Houston firm, Fox and Heitmann,

was to advertise in a Dallas newspaper their fall stock of

iron and steel arrivals. It is interesting to note that

while they called themselves the "Great Iron House of Texas,"

their shipments came from New York, Pittsburgh, and Liver-

pool, rather than local Texas foundries. Their arriving

stock was to be the largest iron and steel shipment ever to

come into Texas, and Fox and Heitmann added they would "defy

competition!1"

In Galveston, as in Houston, the commercial building

boom depended on economics and urban fires which would clear

out older wooden structures. A large fire in Galveston in

December of 1869 destroyed six square blocks of business

buildings, necessitating massive re-building in the commercial

Young, p. 70.

10 Young, pp. 132-133.

11Dallas Herald, 19 November 1870, p. 2.
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district.12 It is natural that following the fire, one of

the main concerns in re-building would be the use of fire-

proof materials. In fact, an editorial article appeared

the next day after the fire in a Galveston newspaper which

suggested that there be incentives in the tax structure to

persuade businessmen to use fireproof materials in new

buildings. Of fireproof materials, however, it is signifi-

cant to note that the discussion limits itself to brick

versus wood alone.1 3

A later article in May 1870 relates the building of

"iron front stores."

At the foot of Tremont street may be seen going
up five or six large iron front stores, all in
the vicinity in the burnt district. . . If built
uniform and four stories, as we hope they will
be, they will present the most attractive fea-
ture in the city. The splendid buildings of
Messrs. Blum and Mr. A. C. Crawford, on the
next block, offer a good model.1 4

However, it should be noted that in a limited survey of

articles pertaining to new construction in Galveston, brick

is referred to more often than the use of cast-iron elements.

A May 18, 1870 article boasts:

At no previous time in the history of the city
of Galveston has there been as many substantial
brick buildings in process of construction as

12 Galveston Daily News, 3 December 1869, p. 3.

13Galveston Daily News, 4 December 1869, p. 2.

1 4 Galveston Daily News, 6 May 1870, p. 3.
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now. . . . The large brick building. . . at the

corner of Market and Tremont, has commenced.15

It becomes clear that the sentiment of the time considered

brick construction as a status symbol signifying permanence.

Of the buildings under construction in 1870, many along the

Strand employed cast-iron columns, lintels, hood moulds,

and sills, but the "substantial-ness" of brick was that

which was emphasized in the daily papers.

It is possible that the newness of Texas as a state is

a partial explanation for the emphasis on the permanence and

size of buildings as seen in the paper. Cities in the East,

such as New York, had been in existence since Dutch and

English settlements and had left behind long ago any fron-

tier image. Southwestern cities, major ones being Houston

and Galveston, sought to establish reputations for commerce,

industry, and shipping and wanted to project an image that

would encourage investment and growth. The Strand in Gal-

veston became known as the "Wall Street of the Southwest,"

implying it had relatively as much to offer in commercial

and financial activity as New York City.

One building in Galveston, tied to its history as a

port city, deserves special attention even though its cast-

iron was not used in the exact way iron was employed in

facades on the Strand. This building is the U. S. Customs

1 5 .Galveston Daily News, 18 May 1870, p. 3.
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House and is another early example of cast-iron architecture

in Texas. (slide #18,19,20) Built 1858-61, it is considered

one of the best and finest examples of Greek Revival archi-

tecture on the Gulf Coast and is the work of a famous Wash-

ington, D.C. architect, Ammi B. Young.16 Young was already

well known for federal work in Washington and was the Super-

vising Architect of the Treasury Department.
1 7

Originally, in 1857, the U. S. Congress budgeted one

hundred thousand dollars for a customs house in Galveston

that would also contain a federal court and post office.

Like other public and commercial buildings to be constructed

along the Strand, the Customs House was masonry and cast-

iron, the iron in this case coming from New York.18 As

mentioned earlier, the cast-iron in the Customs House is

slightly different in its use when compared to other build-

ings in Texas, but this may be attributed to the difference

in purpose of the building. The columns, cornices, balus-

trades, window jambs, and lintels are all cast-iron, the

columns being used to support a porch rather than incor-

porated in a wall as was done on the Strand. The original

plan by Young called for Ionic on the ground floor, Doric

and Corinthian on the second and third floors, respectively.

16 Robinson, pp. 28-37,

1 7Robinson, p. 36.

isRobinson, pp. 36-37.
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When the plans were altered by an unknown architect or builder

in 1859, as a result of protests against the original plan,

there were only two stories built instead of the intended

three, and the floor plan was made into an H-shape. With

the elimination of a story, the Doric order was not used,

leaving Ionic on the ground floor and Corinthian on the

upper story.19

As for the difference in purpose of the building, it

is possible that the admission of more light was not a con-

cern, as it was for Galveston merchants on the Strand.

Cast-iron was early on promoted for its fire-resistant

qualities, which were overstated,incidentally, and was

later touted for its strength, which allowed more window

space. The desire to admit more light than previously pos-

sible was partly responsible for cast-iron's popularity.
20

The Customs House, with its post office and courtrooms, did

not need display windows, nor was it shut in on its sides

by other office buildings, as was the case along the Strand.

Ordinary-sized windows sufficed for the purpose of lighting,

although these were framed by cast-iron which would elimi-

nate warping problems common to wood.

To return to the cast-iron-fronted buildings on the

Strand, it should be repeated that urban fires played a

19 Robinson, pp. 36-37.

2 0 Condit, American Building, p. 26.
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large part in when the buildings were constructed. One

block along the Strand, which includes the Blum-League

Building, the Rosenberg Building, the Magale Building, and

Merchants Mutual Insurance Building, were all built or re-

built in 1870, following the 1869 fire. All used cast-iron

columns and most have cast-iron window moulds on upper

floors as well. Other 1870 buildings on the block also

once had cast-iron columns on the ground floor, but these

were removed because of later hurricane damage, probably

in 1900.21 Although different architects are credited with

the design of these particular buildings, it should be

noted that all these buildings fall in the Neoclassic cate-

gory for style. It was obviously very popular and suited

the tastes of the merchants who wished to emphasize their

permanence and substantiality in the community.

Of architects practicing in Galveston, one name comes

up frequently in regard to buildings along the Strand. His

name is Nicholas J. Clayton, and although he was not in

practice at the time of the 1869 fire, he designed several

imposing structures, most of which used cast-iron, Clay-

ton's family immigrated to America in 1856 from Ireland

when he was two years old. During the late 1860's, he went

to Memphis to study engineering and architecture under W. H.

Baldwin, and later moved to Galveston in 1872 to set up his

2 1 Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston (Galves-
ton, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 15.
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own practice. His reputation was based not only on his

ability as a designer but also as an outstanding engineer.2 2

Extant buildings along the Strand which are credited to

Clayton are: the Fadden Building, 1898 (slide #77,78),

Hutchings, Sealy and Co. Buildings, 1895, Greenleve, Block

and Co. Building, 1882 (slide #38,39), W. L. Moody Building,

1884 (slide #21,22,23) , Adoue-Lobit Bank, 1890 (slide #11) ,

J. S. Brown Building, 1878 (slide #8,9), and the Ball,

Hutchings and Co. Building, 1878. All of the above, with

the exceptions of Hutchings, Sealy and Co. and Ball, Hutch-

ings and Co. Buildings, use cast-iron in the facade.

Of the buildings by Clayton, the styles range from

fairly functional, to inter-lattice, to Neoclassic. A

building such as the Greenleve, Block Building of 1882 has

slender, simple columns on the ground floor. These were

cast in a local Galveston foundry23 and have the lattice

design peculiar to Texas. The rest of the building is more

definitely Neoclassic, drawing heavily on Renaissance de-

tails such as stylized rustication and pilasters set among

groupings of arches, all in masonry. An 1895 photograph

24reveals the building was once four stories tall; its

seventy-five feet overall measurement made it the equivalent

22 Robinson, p. 108.

23 Robinson, p. 122.

24 Eisenhour, p. 13
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of a modern building of seven stories. As one authority has

written, "The scale of the building approached the colos-

sal."1125

Another colossal example of Clayton's design is the

W. L. Moody Building of 1884. (slide #21,22,23) Here again

urban fires played an important role, as a fire in 1882 de-

stroyed a smaller building on the same site. Unfortunately,

like the Greenleve, Block Building, the Moody is altered

from its original design, the cause being the 1900 hurricane

which claimed thousands of lives along the Gulf Coast. 
2 6

The cast-iron columns in the Moody Building are more whimsi-

cal, combining Neoclassic ideas with details from no spe-

cific historical style. This is an example of Victorian

free-interpretation of Renaissance designs. The columns,

although fluted, are interrupted by bands which frame a

lattice design on the lower third of the shaft. The columns

rest on square bases which are decorated by square "picture-

frame" indentations. Apparently, the capitals were once

Corinthian, but almost all have since lost their cast-iron

foliage. Rustication is suggested by cast-iron quoins, and

this design is repeated in the masonry of the upper floors.

As mentioned earlier, the building was altered in 1900 by

the hurricane which removed its fourth floor and attic story.

2 5 Robinson, p. 122.
2 6Esenhur, p. 19.
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An 1893 photograph shows an impressive structure once topped

by massive scroll brackets which held up an equally massive

cornice. 27

One particular building on the Strand in Galveston

exemplifies the fate of some cast-iron architecture in

Texas. The Jockusch Building, built in 1866, had an iron

and brick front, using iron which had been shipped from

Baltimore. This was often the case because of economic de-

pression and scarcity of materials after the Civil War.

Today the building is disguised, under a coat of stucco,

which makes it look more like a twentieth century structure

than the mid-nineteenth-century building it really is.2 8

Many cast-iron-fronted buildings in Texas have under-

gone extensive remodeling which disguises the cast-iron on

the ground floor and sometimes the nineteenth-century ma-

sonry work on the upper floors, as well. Examples of well-

intentioned but disastrous "face-lifts" are buildings in

Carthage (slide #61) and Palestine (slide #83). Ground

floor improvements of aluminum siding or brick, as in these

cases, obliterated the lower portions of the cast-iron

columns, with only the capitals left as testimony to how

the building may once have looked. These are doubly disas-

trous because, by covering the base of the column, any

27 Eisenhour, p. 19.
28 Eisenhour, p. 31.
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identification of foundry, city or date is also lost, since

that is where foundry plates were usually located.

The example of the Moody Building in Galveston, which

had lost most of the decoration from its once-Corinthian

capitals, is another common problem among cast-iron facades.

(slide #21,22,23) A large iron-fronted building in New York,

28-30 Greene Street, 1872, has the same affliction, its cap-

itals stripped of its cast-iron acanthus leaves.29 Another

New York building, done by James Bogardus in 1860, no less,

is likewise stripped, leaving the capitals bare.30 It be-

comes obvious from these examples that the capitals were

not cast as a single piece but in many pieces, enabling the

owner to dismantle any damaged decoration without disassem-

bling the whole facade. This feature also enabled the manu-

facturer to leave plain or decorate components such as

capitals to suit his customers' taste, and at the same time,

simplify his own stock-on-hand.

Generally, in Texas, cast-iron architecture survived

best where economic development in a particular town slowed

at the end of the nineteenth century. This is most glar-

ingly obvious in the cases of Galveston and Houston, where

the former became overshadowed by the latter in economic

growth and the physical development that necessarily followed

2 9 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. 77.

3 0Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. 21.
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it. Houston is a city of skyscrapers with few remaining

buildings which date back to its early development. Gal-

veston, on the other hand, has the largest and finest col-

lection of iron-fronted buildings in Texas.

The second best source for this type of architecture

in Texas has been small towns, particularly in eastern and

northeastern areas. After being connected to railway ser-

vice, these towns erected modest one or two-story commercial

buildings, and these used cast-iron supports on the first

floor. This building type is so common that practically

any town in eastern Texas, that has not undergone urban re-

newal or remodeling, is still likely to have a few iron-

fronted stores standing.

Before any comparison of Texas iron fronts to New York

City fronts can be made, one significant difference should

be pointed out. Despite a few references to Texas iron-

fronted buildings in books and one mention of a front "en-

tirely of iron" in a Dallas newspaper, there is no known

building still in existence in Texas where the entire facade

was constructed of iron and glass. In the September 5 issue

of 1874, the Dallas Herald reports that Major R, V. Tomkins

intended to build a "two-story brick business house" in

Dallas. This structure, the article assured, would "awaken

at once an interest in the way of improving this beautiful

thoroughfare (Commerce and Lamar streets) in a manner both
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substantial and elegant."31 A later article, on November

21, mentioned that the building was to be finished soon

and ready for occupation, 32but no mention was nade of

the cast-iron front.3 3  Needless to add, the building no

longer stands; the area has been re-developed into parking

facilities and newer buildings.

While comparisons between Texas and New York City cast-

iron architecture can be drawn, according to decorative de-

tails and popularity of historic styles, one should keep in

mind that there is this one major difference. Most New York

facades are continuous from the ground floor to the roof

using cast-iron elements to form the entire front of the

building. The Texas buildings, starting with early examples

in Houston and Galveston, only employed iron on the first

floor for support, and any iron on upper floors was decora-

tive, such as window moulds. 34 The iron was clearly used

as support, taking advantage of the metal's superior strength,

larger display windows being one result.

By far the most popular style among Texas cast-iron

fronts, and also in New York, was Neoclassic. From the

31 Dallas Herald, 5 September 1874, p. 3.

3 2 Dallas Herald, 21 November, 1874, p. 3.

33 These articles are cited being among the few refer-
ences to possible full iron-fronted buildings in Texas.

It is possible that local precedence and regional
taste were responsible for differences in Texas and New
York City cast-iron facades.
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earliest architectural use of cast-iron in America, the

Pottsville bank of 1829, through Bogardus' and Badger's

development and promotion during the mid-century, up to the

twentieth century, Classical design served as the model from

which the draftsmen or designers worked. This popularity

was not confined to cast-iron architecture, since Neoclas-

sicism was the reigning style at the Chicago World's Fair

of 1893. Whether plaster or cast-iron, Americans clearly

showed a preference for the elegance and impressiveness of

Classical design.

Two of the earliest examples, still in existence in

Texas, of cast-iron architecture were of the Neoclassic

style. The Pillot Building of Houston (slide #1,2,3,4) and

the Customers House of Galveston (slide #18,19,20) are both

impressive buildings, both in size and design. In both

these buildings, the cast-iron has a certain quality of de-

sign and attention to detail that make them outstanding as

examples of Texas cast-iron architecture. On a somewhat

smaller scale, with a couple of large exceptions, the major-

ity of buildings on the Strand in Galveston are also Neo-

classic in style. The Moody Building and Blum-League Build-

ing are on as large a scale as the Pillot and Customs House,

and altogether, these structures are as fine an example of

cast-iron as can be found anywhere in Texas.

While there is a basic difference between "first-floor

only" facades in Texas and full facades in New York City,
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there are also similarities in the basic design of the cast-

iron components. Since Renaissance or Neoclassic designs

were popular in both regions, it is not surprising that

certain elements in the facades would be similar. Depressed

arches are common along the Strand in the first-floor iron

fronts: Mrs. Clara Lang's Building (slide #5,6,7,10), J. S.

Brown Building (slide #8,9,10), the Rosenberg Building

(slide #13), and the Blum-League Building (slide #16,17)

being examples. In New York, the Babcock Building at Frank-

lin Street, 1881; 60 White Street, 1869; and 83-85 White

Street, 1881, are but a few examples of Neoclassic design

employing depressed arches.3 5

The Strand buildings mentioned above have a decoration

on the pier shafts, capitals, and bases of a raised or de-

pressed "picture-frame" detailing. Apparently, this device

was popular in New York also, at approximately the same

time. At 381-383 West Broadway, 1876, ground floor piers

have similar decoration.36 It is interesting to note this

building dated only two years earlier than the buildings on

the Strand in Galveston, the exception being the Blum-League

Building, built 1871. While too broad a generalization

should not be made from a limited sampling, it would seem

3 5 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, pp. 24-25,
27, 30-31.

3 6
Gayle, Cast-1ron ArChitecture in New 'York, P. 65.
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that as far as historical styles are concerned, Texas was

not far behind trends in the eastern United States.

Another similarity in detailing occurs in a New York

building, 46 Greene Street, 1860,37 and J. M. Lybrand Build-

ing in Wills Point, Texas, 1895 (slide #89). Lush medal-

lions decorate piers on both structures and are, for all

practical purposes, identical in shape and ornateness even

though they are not contemporary. Remembering the thirty-

five year difference, it is interesting to note that a par-

ticular design, such as the medallion, should turn up in a

small Texas town at the end of the century. Like the deco-

rations on cast-iron Corinthian capitals, these medallions

are also bolted on, leaving the complexity of a facade up

to the owner.

One other decorative item, which falls into the eclec-

tic category, is the use of bands around columns highlighted

with half-spheres. In Texas, these can be found on the C. E.

Dilley Building, 1882 (slide #25,26) in Palestine, a Weather-

ford bank (slide #31), and the W. L. Hawkins Building (slide

#103) in Midlothian. The first two buildings have this deco-

ration added to Neoclassic columns, while the last building

falls into an eclectic Victorian category. In New York City,

this same type of decoration can be seen at 392-394 West

37 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, p. 75.
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Broadway, 1872, on the first two floors.38 Again, while a

particular ornamentation may not be of the greatest signifi-

cance, it does show that many styles and designs were not

exclusive to one region.

While builders in Texas did not erect entire facades of

cast-iron there was a building type employing cast-iron and

galvanized iron or pressed tin, which apparently was more

common to Texas than New York. This type had cast-iron

columns and lintels on the ground floor, and lighter-weight

metal sheathed the upper floors. Since the upper floors in

Texas buildings were masonry, this sheathing was pressed

into Neoclassic designs, disguising it, and making it appear

as if the entire building was something other than masonry.

In other words, it gives the appearance of a full iron

facade, at the same time being more economical and easier to

ship.

Examples of cast-iron architecture in conjunction with

galvanized iron or tin are to be found in eastern and north

central areas of Texas, and generally, in the smaller towns.

In Palestine, the Dilley Building, 1882 (slide #25), has an

arched cornice which is a beautiful example of a "Victorian-

Neoclassic" interpretation. The W. V. McConnell Building

of Crockett, approximately 1890' (slide #27), has cast-iron

38 Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in New York, pp. 66-67.

39 Robinson, p. 61.
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parts on the ground floor from St. Louis and a sheet-metal

cornice above, which is suggestive of great weight. In

Timpson, the back of a masonry building is composed of cast-

iron and sheet-metal, also from the Mesker Brothers of St.

Louis. (slide #28) This firm also identified itself as

"Front-Builders," obviously conscious of the whole effect

of cast-iron and pressed metal as a unit.

The bank building in downtown Weatherford is a stately

and impressive building, heavily remodeled, but still re-

taining its cast-iron portico and pressed-metal cornice,

from Pullis Brothers, St. Louis. (slide #31) It is re-

strained when compared to other Neoclassic structures in

the state. The store in Mineral Wells on Southeast First

Avenue (slide #34) is more ornate with small, paired columns

resting on decorated stylobates. This front, too, came from

Mesker Brothers, St. Louis. Unfortunately, the Mesker Broth-

ers did not always date their product as so many other foun-

dries did. A modest, light cornice in the Neoclassic style

tops a small store also in Mineral Wells, on Northeast First

Avenue. (slide #49)

In Crockett, there is a small, two-story building with

a front by Mesker Brothers (slide #84), which is not of the

Neoclassic style, as are all the above. According to the

local historical society, it dates from approximately 1890.

The first floor cast-iron columns are typical of the Mesker

foundry, flat, fluted, and decorated with a shell or fan
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design. The upper floor is notable because it follows

neither the Neoclassic or foliated patterns generally pop-

ular in the nineteenth century. Rather, this facade has

metal sheathing which is decorated by triangles, circles,

and diamonds, and these have been highlighted by a recent

coat of paint.

A third building in Crockett, which is of the same

type, is the "First Bank Building" of 1893 (slide #85,86),

on East Goliad. The light, metal cornice looks as if it

would topple the building, it is so large in proportion to

the first floor. A detail picture shows the typical deco-

rations on a Mesker Brothers cast-iron column or pilaster.

The historical marker correctly describes the building as

typical of nineteenth century commercial buildings. Unfor-

tunately, 1893 newspapers in Crockett mention the construc-

tion of the bank and made no note of the cast-iron construc-

tion. The same can be said for the W. V. McConnell Build-

40
ing.

In Granbury, there are several buildings using cast-

iron and pressed metal, and all but one of these are by the

familiar Mesker Brothers of St. Louis. The J. D. Brown

Building (slide #99), now J. Gilmer Moore Company, on the

west side of the town-square, is similar to the bank build-

ing in Crockett, in that the cornice is very large in

4 Crockett Weekly Courier, 12 May 1893, p. 3.
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proportion to the ground floor. The only date on the cast-

iron columns refers to Mesker Brothers' patent of their

front system, October 4, 1887.

Adjacent to the Brown Building in Granbury, on the

north side of the square, are more cast-iron fronts, most

from St. Louis and employing pressed metal in a uniform

cornice. (slide #100) The Sears building has cast-iron

columns, added in 1906, but does not share the cornice of

the two-story buildings on the block. The .cast-iron came

from Gainesville Iron Works, incidentally. The first

building to the left of the Sears building is the Aston-

Landers Building, 1893, now "Jeanine' s," and has iron from

Fort Worth Iron Works. The next three buildings, Hood

County News Building, Glenn Brothers Building, and Hardware

and Tin Shop, were erected at different times but had iron

added to the ground floors after an 1891 fire. All this

cast-iron came from Mesker Brothers foundry and carries the

1887 date of the patent. As mentioned, a metal cornice uni-

fies the roofline along this street.

There is one last aspect of cast-iron architecture in

Texas which differs from those fronts seen in New York City.

The cast-iron columns which are joined to the building by

iron lattice-work are common in Texas but are not to be

found among the many New York facades recorded in Margot

GayleI's Cas t-Iron Architetture in New York. Eleven buildings,
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ranging from Galveston to McKinney, in this survey have

lattice-work connecting the column to the building. The

effect is to make the support, the cast-iron column, appear

even lighter than it already seems. To twentieth century

eyes already accustomed to the steel frame and large ex-

panses of glass, the columns may not seem remarkable. But

until the nineteenth century, thick walls of stone or masonry

were the only means of holding up large buildings, one must

remember.

One of the largest buildings with lattice-work is the

Galveston Greenleve, Block and Company Building, 1882 (slide

#38,39). The simple functional columns are joined to the

building by a lattice pattern of ovals and quatre-foils by

Lee Foundry. A similar pattern is seen in McKinney on a

smaller, simpler structure; these columns cast by Denison

Foundry. (slide #45) The remaining buildings have a lattice

pattern of inverted fans. Unfortunately, these remaining

buildings have no foundry stamp to indicate the place or

date when the columns were cast. The towns where these can

be seen are Galveston, Plano, Kaufman, Rockwall, McKinney,

Dallas, Decatur, and Mineral Wells. The columns, to which

the lattices are connected, range in style from very slender

Neoclassic to slender functional. (slide #29,40-49) They

are not particularly remarkable except for the detail of the

lattice work which may very well be a regional aspect of

Texas cast-iron.
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The two remaining categories of style, functional and

eclectic Victorian, have been touched on briefly earlier in

the survey. These styles are not exclusive to Texas and

are also typical of their period. The restraint of func-

tional cast-iron columns has been noted in the late facades

in New York, a 1901 building termed "nearly Bauhaus," being

an example 1.41

Perhaps the individual owner's taste played as great a

part in the style of a facade as the current trends. No

clear-cut lines can be drawn as to when one particular style

was no longer built and a new style became prominent. The

overwhelmingly popular Neoclassic style appears in the ear-

liest cast-iron architecture in Texas, the Pillot Building,

1857 (slide #1,2,3,4),, and the Old Customs House, 1858

(slide #18,19,20), and continues through the rest of the

century, into the twentieth century, with the 1912 Hill

Building (slide #35,36) in Weatherford.

The same can be said for functionally styled cast-iron

fronts; they appear as early as 1878 on the Strand with the

Mallory Building (slide #50-52), and continue in the early

years of the twentieth century, with the W. P. Mings Build-

ing of 1912 (slide #66) in Big Sandy and Grapeland's "Dar-

sey's" of 1913 (slide #79) . The majority of dates do tend

4 1 Gale, Cast-Iron Architeture in New York, pp. ix,
146.
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to be grouped in the last decade of the nineteenth century

and the first decade of the twentieth, where dates are

available. However, too sweeping a generalization must

be avoided when many functional style iron fronts are un-

dated.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The question of how Texas cast-iron architecture relates

to the trends and developments of cast-iron nationwide, as

exemplified by New York City, it must be concluded that local

buildings were consistent to the national style. Taking into

consideration the late economic development of Texas in com-

parison to the East Coast, Texas builders began using cast-

iron as soon as it was available through its seaports. The

first use of cast-iron architecturally was in the Old Cus-

toms House, 1857, not quite ten years after it was first

used by Bogardus on Milhau's pharmacy in 1848. During the

last half of the nineteenth century, from the many cast-

iron buildings left, it seems that Texans built first floor

facades as vigorously as New York builders built full iron

facades.

While the similarities and differences in styles be-

tween Texas and New York City have been discussed, one main

question cannot at this time be fully resolved. And that

question is why, given multi-storied buildings in Texas,

did cast-iron remain confined to the first floor as support,

and only used as decoration on upper floors? There is writ-

ten evidence, cited earlier, that one or two full cast-iron

46
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facades may have been built in Texas cities; but the great-

est remaining collection of cast-iron fronts in Texas, the

Strand in Galveston, does not have a single such building.

References in Galveston newspapers to cast-iron fronts re-

fer to those buildings, many still standing, with first

floor iron support only.

At first thought, one might suppose that shipping heavy

cast-iron to the Gulf Coast from the East was probably ex-

pensive, and therefore, cast-iron had to be used sparingly.

That would certainly seem to be the case at the beginning,

but it does not apply later in the century, when many of the

iron fronts were cast locally in close-by Texas foundries.

A total of twenty-one foundries, most in east and north

central Texas, account for much of the cast-iron to be found,

making transportation less of an obstacle.

Given the evidence that Texas was not far behind New York

City in popular trends, it would seem that Texas builders

were conscious of what was being built in New York, not ob-

livious to full facades. Very few full facades were built

in Texas, if any, and certainly none exist today.

The remaining conclusion is that precedence and regional

tastes were the influencing factors in Texas' first floor

iron facades. The Old Customs House of 1857 relied heavily

on brick for the main body of the building and is still to-

day an impressive structure. The other early example, the

Pillot Building, had its cast-iron added to an already
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standing, masonry structure. Again, cast-iron was used in

conjunction with brick for the facade.

As for regional tastes, one must recall the opinion,

repeated in contemporary Texas newspapers, that equated

"brick" with "substantial." As long as brick was the de-

sired medium, representing "substance," it is understandable

that nineteenth century Texas businessmen would want to em-

phasize that aspect of their buildings. They were trying

to move away from an image of shanty-buildings, quickly

thrown together for a frontier city, the kind of building

that so quickly burned in Houston in 1859 and Galveston in

1869. At the time, the first floor facades in Galveston

were probably seen as a "happy medium" between the two ma-

terials, iron and brick. There was enough brick to assert

the importance of the building, with enough cast-iron sup-

port to give the structure style and elegance.

The following buildings are meant to be a representa-

tive sampling of cast-iron architecture in Texas. All the

buildings known to have cast-iron fronts in Galveston were

recorded, but many modest one-story buildings in eastern and

north central Texas were not,because of the repetition.

There are literally hundreds of simple post-and-lintel cast-

iron fronts in small towns in the above areas. Since there

are one hundred twenty buildings recorded in this survey,

it was felt by this researcher that photographing each and
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every one encountered served no purpose in furthering our

understanding of this aspect of nineteenth-century archi-

tecture.

It is important to emphasize that while these facades

in Texas employed iron at ground level, almost exclusively,

they still foreshadow the steel-and-glass curtain-wall of

the twentieth century. Cast-iron was not employed only as

decoration, as in balconies, for instance. Builders clear-

ly understood the weight-bearing importance of cast-iron,

leaving slender columns to support an entire brick facade.

Large windows for display and light were also possible and

were a common aspect of first floor facades. Adding the

quality of prefabricated parts, these three attributes are

the same ones which are applied to steel-and-glass archi-

tecture of the twentieth century and felt to be responsible

for its rise to "international architecture."

Generally speaking, the nineteenth century is receiving

more attention and scholarly research in the last few years

than in previous decades. The same is true of cast-iron

architecture throughout the nation, as groups seek to pre-

serve our architectural past from urban renewal. Hopefully,

research will continue in regard to cast-iron architecture

in America, so that this aspect of our past will not be

lost.



PREFACE TO CATALOG

The following one hundred twenty buildings are located

in Houston, Galveston, northeastern, and north central Texas.

These towns are in twenty-three counties, an indication of

how widespread cast-iron architecture is in Texas. Of the

sixty-two buildings with foundry stamps, fifteen are from

St. Louis, Missouri; Evansville, Indiana; and Baltimore,

Maryland. The rest are from Texas foundries, which demon-

strates the activity of foundries locally.

Arranged according to style, the following buildings

are categorized as Neoclassic, Lattice-work, Functional,

and Eclectic Victorian. Since they all fall in the Victo-

rian era, there are many buildings which combine several

styles and do not fit neatly into one category. In such

cases, the predominant style or effect determined the

category.

Much of the information about individual buildings very

often came from the buildings themselves, the date, foundry,

and owner's name having been cast into the original iron.

The architectural element known as "stringcourse" is

often called a "cornice" here, since the first floor facade

is often treated separately from the rest of the building.

The design of the stringcourse is such that in decoration

50
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and proportion it appears to be more of a cornice in these

cast-iron facades.

Buildings in Galveston along the Strand are part of an

Historic District and do not have individual markers but

are grouped together.
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NEOCLASSIC

1,2,3,4

Pillot Building

1016 Congress, Houston

1857-1869

Original owner: Eugene Pillot

Original use: commercial; present use: hotel and assorted
commercial.

Neoclassical style

Present condition: dilapidated

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; Histor-
ical marker, Texas Historic Commission.

This facade consists of Corinthian columns and pilasters.

There is one remaining spandrel in a central position, and

this spandrel has an egg and dart motif along the bottom

edge. A dentil arrangement decorates the cornice. The

second and third floors are masonry covered with stucco.

The cast-iron facade only faces Congress Street.

Literature: National Register of Historic Places in Texas,
1968-1975.
Nomination Form for National Register of Historic
Places, 1969, Austin, Texas.

5,6,7,10

Mrs. Clara Lang's Building

52
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2109 Strand, Galveston

1878

George Cronan Foundry

Original owner: Mrs. Clara Lang

Original use: cotton factors, commission merchants; present
use: commercial.

Neoclassical style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; Histor-
ical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

The Lang Building is restored and is currently painted blue

with white paint highlighting details. Five piers and a

simple cornice make up the first floor facade. The piers

are Neoclassic in effect, rather than in detail. The

squared columns have "picture-frame" details outlined in

white and are topped by white, squared capitals. Each capi-

tal is decorated by a white floral design, also of cast-iron.

The four arches between the piers are also squared, rather

than rounded. The second floor is masonry covered with

stucco. A foundry plate on the left indicates "George

Cronan Foundry."

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author,~1973), p. 28.

8,9,10

J. S. Brown Building

2111 Strand, Galveston
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1878

Original owner: J. S. Brown

Original use: commission merchants; present use: commercial

Neoclassical style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
toric marker, Texas Historical Commission.

Five piers and a moderately elaborate cornice make up this

facade on the ground floor. These piers are painted gold

with white capitals and white "picture-frame" details on

the columns. The gold cornice is accented by dentil deco-

rations, also painted white, and white scroll-design con-

soles. The upper floor is brick, and the windows are

decorated with cast-iron hood moulds. The depressed arches

of the facade are trimmed with a simple architrave.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973) p. 2728.

11

Adoue-Lobit Building

2102 Strand, Galveston

1890

Original owner: Adoue-Lobit

original use: bank; present use: office building

Neoclassical style

Present condition: heavy alterations, remodelled
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Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
toric marker, Texas Historical Commission.

The architect of this building, which was heavily altered,

was Nicholas Clayton. The cast-iron columns are covered by

cement at their bases. Painted white, these columns are

oblong rather than round and have small Corinthian-type

capitals. The capitals are the same dimensions around, so

that they do not interrupt the profile of the columns. The

cornice for the ground floor facade has been stuccoed over

as have the upper three floors. Some columns by the Strand

Street entrance are rusted and in need of repainting.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The: Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 24-25.

12

J. F. Magale 'Building

2313-2315 Strand, Galveston

1870

Original owner: J. F. Magale

Original use: wholesale liquor dealer

Neoclassical style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

This cast-iron facade consists of six square piers, depressed

arches, and a cornice on the ground floor. Three-dimensional

detail on the piers consists of "picture-frame" outlines and
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half-sphere on the capitals and consoles which join the capi-

tals to the cornice. The console motif is repeated in a key-

stone effect at the tops of the arches. Ornamental hood

moulds of cast-iron appear over the windows on the upper

two floors. This facade is identical to the Rosenberg

Building next door, both buildings being erected at the

same time with the purpose of appearing as one larger build-

ing. The Magale Building is currently painted brown on the

cast-iron facade, while the upper floors are brick.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 15.

13

Rosenberg Building

2309-2311 Strand, Galveston

1870

Original owner: Henry Rosenberg

Original use: commercial; present use: commercial

Neoclassical style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

The Rosenberg Building is identical to the Magale Building

next to it. The cast-iron facade and iron window hood

moulds are currently painted orange. The architect was P.

M. Comegys. The facade has six square piers decorated with

a raised "picture-frame" outline and is surmounted by a
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half-sphere on the capitals. Depressed arches are decorated

with a console giving a keystone effect. Consoles are also

repeated at the tops of the piers along the bottom of the

cornice at the first floor. Ornamental hood moulds of cast-

iron appear over the windows on the upper two floors, those

floors being brick.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 16.

14,15

Merchants Mutual Insurance Building

2317-2319 Strand, Galveston

1870

Original use: insurance office

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partial renovation

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; Histor-
ical marker, Texas Historical Commiission,

Architects Donald McKensie and Ritzz Weinherner designed this

building. The cast-iron facade on the ground floor has seven

columns which includes two porticoes. The capitals are silm-

ple, Doric--type, and one-fourth the way up the columns are

double-band and triangle motifs. The cornice on the ground

floor has dentil decoration, as do the porticoes and pedi-

ments. The keystones beneath the pediments are flanked by

floral medallions. The arches between the porticoes are also

decorated by architraves, keystones, and medallions. Once
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painted a cream color, the facade is now rusting. The sec-

ond and third floors are masonry, and the building is topped

by a mansard roof.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 15.

16,17

Blum-League Building

2301-2307 Strand, Galveston

1871

George Cronan Foundry

Original owner: Esther G. League

Original use: cotton factors, grocers

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partial renovation

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

This facade covers two sides of this building on the ground

floor. It is currently being restored, and the cast-iron

parts are exposed and rusted. The many columns are pier-

types as found on Mrs, Clara Lang's Building and the J. S.

Brown Building. The arches are depressed, and the columns

and capitals are decorated by "picture-frame" outlines.

The cornice on the ground floor has dentil decorations and

consoles which flank the tops of the arches. On the second

and third floors, which are stucco over brick, the windows

are trimmed with cast-iron hood moulds and sills.
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Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 16-17.

18,19,20

Old Customs House

20th and Avenue E, Galveston

1858-61

Original use: customs, post office, courtrooms; present
use: offices

Neoclassical style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; Histo-
rical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

This building is in the Greek Revival style, the details

being more precise in Classical details than other Neo-

classical building in the area. The lower columns on the

grond floor are Ionic with an egg-and-dart motif in the

capital. The second floor has Corinthian columns. The

columns on both floors support porches which include cast-

iron cornices and a balustrade on the roof. There is an

egg-and-dart motif on the simple ground floor cornice and

a dentil motif on the cornice at the roofline. This is one

of the few examples where cast-iron columns play a role in

the support of a building's upper floors and roof.

Literature: The National Reg ister of Historic Places in
Texas (Austin, Texas: Texas Historical Commission,
1976), p. 27.
Willard Robinson, Texas Public Buildings of the Nine-
teenth Century (Austin, Texas: Univ. of Tex 1974),
p. 28, 3(-37.
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Lawrence Wodehouse, "The Custom House, Galveston, Texas,
1857-1861, by Ammi Burnham Young," Journal of the So-
ciety of Architectural Historians 25~, no. 1(March,
1966): 67.

21,22,23

Moody Building

2202-2206 Strand, Galveston

1884

Original owner: W. L. Moody

Original use: commercial; present use: commercial

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

The ground floor of this building has cast-iron columns and

quoins on two sides. The columns have capitals which were

probably Corinthian at one time, now having lost the impor-

tant details. One capital next to a quoin has remnants

which suggest the foliage decoration of a Corinthian capi-

tal. The shaft of the columns are fluted with an unusual

lattice-type decoration near the bottom of the columns.

They rest on bases which have square "picture-frame" depres-

sions. The quoins have panels with fluting and from a dis-

tance look like heavy rustication. The quoin design re-

peated on the second floor is brick, The upper floors are

all brick and terracotta.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhoiur, The Strand of lveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 19-20.
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Willard Robinson,, Texas Public Buildings of the Nine-
teenth Century (Austin, Texas: Univ. of Texas, 1974),
p. 108.

24

Washington and Grove Streets, Kaufman

1899

Terrell Iron Works

Present use: commercial

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

The green building on the corner of Washington and Grove has

slender Neoclassic pilasters. The bases, shafts, and capi-

tals have elongated "picture-frame" details with a sugges-

tion of fluting in the tops of the capitals.

25,26

C. E. Dilley 'Building

502 West Main Street, Palestine

1882

Union... Pullman Foundry

Original owner: C. E. Dilley

Neoclassical style

Present condition: dilapidated

This building has three columns, two corner piers, and a

simple cornice of cast-iron on the ground floor. The columns

and piers have Corinthian capitals, but the fluting is
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restricted to the lower half of the shaft. There are bands

with half-sphere decorations which separate the fluting from

the smooth parts of the shaft. There are raised designs be-

neath the capitals and above the bands on the columns. On

the piers, there are stylized floral designs impressed in

the iron. The cornice on the ground floor is simple. The

second floor is brick and has an elaborate pressed tin cor-

nice at the roof.

27

W. V. McConnell Building, Crockett

113 South Fourth Street

1890 approximately

Original owner: W. V. McConnell

Original use: hardware; present use: commercial

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

The tops of the ground floor cast-iron columns are all that

remains on this building. They appear to have a simple

design, with the second floor giving the effect of Neo-

classical design, The upper floor is sheathed with tin and

includes small Ionic columns between the windows and a heavy

cornice with a dentil decoration above a band of floral me-

dallions, The paint is worn from the metal, revealing the

galvanized surface beneath.
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28

Townsquare, Timpson

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Missouri - foundry

Present use: vacant

Neoclassical style

Present condition: dilapidated

The facade of this building appears to be the backside of a

store on the townsquare. Four cast-iron columns of a simple

design remain at the ground floor. The second floor is

sheathed with galvanized metal which has been pressed into

a Neoclassical design. Similar to a facade in Crockett (slide

#85),, this second floor has columns between windows with

double columns on both ends. The protruding cornice has

floral medallions and rests on double consoles. Here, also,

paint has worn away showing the silver galvanized metal on

the second floor of the facade.

29

Present Name: Metro Photo

1010 East Fifteenth Street, Plano

Present use: photo store

Neoclassical style, Lattice-work

Present condition: partially remodelled

Three slender columns which are fluted and have small, Corin-

thian type capitals make up this facade. The bases are oc-

tagonal in shape. A feature of added interest is the lattice-
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work in iron which is found between the columns and the

building. The lattice design is an inverted fan shape.

Elaborate panels between the columns may have been added

later, since they conform to the lowered windows of the

store.

30

Present name: Ellen's

Townsquare, North Kentucky, McKinney

Pullis Brothers, St. Louis - foundry

Present owner: G. W. Comegys

Original use: bank; present use: dress shop

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This building facade has two corner piers with fluting and

blank capitals. At the base is the foundry stamp of Pullis

Brothers, St. Louis. The upper floors are without windows

and are brick.

31

Present name: Citizens National Bank

Townasquare, Weatherford

Pullis Brothers, St. Louis - foundry

Present use: bank

Neoclassical style

Present condition: heavily remodelled
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The cast-iron on this building consists of two piers and two

columns on the first floor, supporting a porch, and two

columns on the second floor above the porch. All the piers

and columns are Corinthian with a decorative band on the

lower third of the shaft. The cornice which forms the

porch has a dentil decoration, as does the large cornice at

the roof. The roofline cornice is most likely of pressed

metal.

32

Present name: Leta Ann's

Townsquare, Glen Rose

Present use: dress shop

Neoclassical style

Present condition: heavily remodelled

Three slender columns similar to those in Plano (slide #29)

are all that is left of the cast-iron in this facade. They

have small capitals with the floral design suggesting a

Corxnthian style. The shafts are smooth, and the bases are

octagonal. The second floor is brick.

33

East Chambers and South Robinson, Cleburne

1899

Cleburne Planing Mill Foundry
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Present use: offices

Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This one-story building now houses two businesses. The

facade has five columns. The capitals are very small and

appear to be a combination of ionic and Corinthian styles.

The bases are small and plain, and the shafts are smooth

except for small bands and half-sphere motifs near the tops

and bottoms of the columns.

34

212 Southeast First Street, Mineral Wells

Mesker Brothers, Front-Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Present use: auto parts store

Neoclassical style

Present condition: neglected

This building is similar to those in Crockett and Timpson

(slide #27,28) , where fairly simple cast-iron columns on the

ground floor are combined with a more elaborate galvanized

metal decoration on the second floor. The cast-iron columns

on the ground floor are of no particular style. The second

floor has double Ionic columns between the windows, a sim-

ple stringcourse and a heavier cornice with dentil decora-

tion at the roof. The paint on the second floor is worn

away, revealing the galvanized metal and some rust. The

sides of the building are stone.
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35,36

Hill Building

South Main and East Church Street, Weatherford

1912

Original owner: Hill

Present use: title office

Neoclassical style

Present condition: good

Two offices are now housed in this building. The facade on

the ground floor consists of Neoclassic piers and two columns

supporting a portico at the entrance, The piers have a rec-

tangular "picture-frame" decoration and simple capitals.

The columns are fluted with simple capitals and octagonal

bases, also with "picturev-frame" decorations. The second

floor is constructed of rough stone with masonry pilasters

between the windows. A galvanized metal cornice with dentil

decoration separates the ground and second floors, and a

heavier cornice is on the roof.

37

Hamilton Building

Townsquare, Farmersville

1888

Original owner; Sam R. Hamilton

Present use: barber shop and dress shop

Neoclassical style
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Present condition: partially remodelled

This facade has the square columns decorated with raised

"picture-frame" details as those found in Galveston. The

base is tall and narrow as is the shaft and capital. The

rest of the building is painted masonry.

LATTICE-WORK

38,39

Greenleve, Block and Company Building

2310-2314 Strand, Galveston

1882

Lee Foundry, Galveston

Original owner: Greenleve and Block

Original use: wholesale dry goods; present use: commercial

Lattice-work style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

This building was designed by Nicholas Clayton. The ground

floor has eight cast-iron columns, five of which have a lat-

tice design between the columns and the building. The lat-

tice has oval and quatrefoil "cut-outs." The columns have

a decorative floral band midway on the shaft. The bases

and capitals are simple cylinders. The columns are sur-

mounted by impost blocks of cast-iron which support the

simple cast-iron lintel. Second and third floors are mason-

ry with heavy rustication.
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Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand :of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), P. 13-14.
Willard Robinson, Texas Public Buildings of the Nine-
teenth Century (Austin, Texas: Univ. of Texas Press,
1974) , p. 122.

40

Present name: Shoe Nook

106 Washington, Kaufman

Present owner: Calhoun

Present use: shoe store

Lattice-work style

Present condition: extensively remodelled

In this facade only two columns remain of a simple Neoclas-

sical design with cast-iron lattice-work between the columns

and the building. The capitals have been covered by renova-

tion. The shafts of the columns are smooth and rest upon

slender octagonal bases. The lattice design is an inverted

fan shape.

41

108 East Rusk Street, Rockwall

Present use: clothing store

Lattice-work, Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This building has three columns in the facade which are a

combination of Neoclassic and lattice-work. The capitals

have become covered in remodelling. The upper half of the
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columns are connected to the building by a lattice design

of the inverted fan shape. Bands and half-spheres separate

the fluted upper half from the lower half which has a raised

design, similar to fluting, only in reverse. The shafts

rest on simple octagonal bases. The upper part of the

building is stucco.

42

North Kentucky, McKinney

Present use: physician's office

Lattice-work style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Six columns of cast-iron make up the facade of this build-

ing. Lattice-work of a simple circular design connect the

columns to the building, The columns suggest Neoclassicism

with the divisions into capitals, shafts, and bases, They

are extremely simple. The rest of the building is painted

masonry,

43,44

North Kentucky, McKinney

Present use: assorted commercial

Lattice-work, Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

From the roofline, these appear to be three buildings which

share the same style cast-iron facade on the ground floor.
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The facade consists of several slender columns with small

Corinthian capitals, octagonal bases, and lattice-work of

the inverted fan shape between the columns and building.

The shafts are smooth as are the bases. The rest of the

building is masonry.

45

Allen Building

South Tennesee Street, McKinney

Denison Foundry; Denison, Texas

Original owner: Allen

Present use: clothing and shoe store

Lattice-work, neo-Gothic detail

Present condition: little remodelling

This building facade consists of two extremely tall, round

columns and two end columns, partially covered, of a simple

functional design. The round columns are smooth, as are the

capitals and octagonal bases. Simple bands separate the

shaft from the capital. A lattice design of elongated ovals

and quatrefoils join the column to the building. The upper

part of the facade, above the cast-iron columns, is masonry.

46

Present name: Willis Building

219 East Louisiana Street, McKinney

Present use: clothing store
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LAtticelslork ptyle'

Present condition: partially remodelled

Two simple cast-iron columns with smooth shafts and octagonal

bases make up the facade of this building. There is a sim-

ple band one quarter up on the shaft. The capitals have

been covered or removed in remodelling. Lattice-work con-

nects the columns to the building and consists of an inverted

fan shape. Between the base and the building the cast-iron

has two star-shaped "cut-outs." The rest of the building

is masonry.

47

910 Pacific, Dallas (brown building)

Mosher Manufacturing, Dallas - foundry

Present use: locksmith shop

Lattice-work, Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Three Neoclassical cast-iron columns and one functional end

column make up this facade. The slender shafts are topped

by small Corinthian-type capitals, and the columns rest on

simple octagonal bases. Between the shaft and the building

is lattice-work with an inverted fan shape. The rest of

the building is masonry.

48

110 East Main, Decatur
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1880's approximately

Original owner: Dan Waggoner

Original use: livery stable; present use: law and insur-
ance office

Lattice-work, Neoclassical style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This building facade consists of three Neoclassic cast-iron

columns and two end columns of functional design. The

slender Neoclassic columns are fluted, sit on simple round

bases, and are topped by simple capitals with plain medal-

lions. Connecting the shaft to the building is lattice-

work with a simple circular design. The rest of the build-

ing is wood and masonry.

49

109 (?) Northeast First Avenue, Mineral Wells

Mosher Manufacturing; Dallas, Texas - foundry

Lattice-work style

Present condition: only slightly remodelled

Cast-iron columns with simple shafts, tall octagonal bases,

and fluted capitals make up this building facade. Connect-

ing the shaft to the building is lattice-work with a fan

design. The rest of the building is stone with a galvanized

metal cornice. The cornice is of Neoclassic design with

dentil decoration and a suggestion of triglyphs and metopes.
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50,51,52,53

Mallory Building; now, Produce Building

2114 Strand, Galveston

1878

Bartlett, Robbins and Company, Baltimore, Md. - foundry

Original owner: C. D. Mallory

Original use: commission merchants; present use: sand-
wich shop

Functional style

Present condition: restored

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

Extreme simplicity describes this facade having functional

columns and repetitive depressed arches. There is a simple

stringcourse at the first floor and simple dentil moulding

below it. Foundry plates at either end identify a Balti-

more foundry, which is interesting since the owner came

from Baltimore. The rest of the building, above the cast-

iron on the first floor, is masonry.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author,~1973), p. 23.

54,55

105-109 Jackson, Kaufman

1898

Terrell Iron Works; Terrell, Texas

Original owner: W. T. Nash, J, A. Nash, James Young
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Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: neglected

This group of buildings has a plain facade with simple cast-

iron columns forming a post-and-lintel system. Above the

cast-iron is a masonry front with no second floor. The in-

terior of the center store has a stamped metal ceiling and

two simple cast-iron supports.

56

600 block, Houston Avenue, Crockett

Hartwell Iron Works; Houston, Texas

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: maintained, little remodelled

These three stores have cast-iron facades of a simple post-

and-lintel system. The two stores on the right have a sim-

ple profile of round columns and bases, almost "stripped

down" Neoclassic. The two-story building to the left has

three columns of no particular style. The rest of the

buildings are brick.

57

Main Street, Cushing

Lone Star Iron Works; Dallas,, Texas
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Present owner: A. Denny

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: neglected

The three stores, of one story each, have simple cast-iron

columns of no particular style forming a post-and-lintel

system. All one-story buildings, the facades above the

lintels are brick.

58

Town square , Timpson

1901

Tyler Foundry and Machine Company, Tyler

Present use: assorted stores, abandoned

Functional style

Present condition: dilapidated

One long one-story building and one two-story building at

one time housed three businesses. The cast-iron facades

consist of simple post-and-lintel systems, the columns

having a functional style. The rest of the buildings are

brick.

59

Townsquare, Tenaha

Present use: restaurant and assorted stores

Functional style
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Present condition: dilapidated

Simple one-story structures, these three buildings have two

cast-iron columns each, forming post-and-lintel systems.

The columns are functional in style, and the rest of the

buildings are brick.

60

Side of townsquare, Tenaha

G. L. Mesker and Company, Evansville, Indiana - foundry

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: good

These two buildings have simple functional style cast-iron

columns in a post-and-lintel system. Both one-story build-

ings, the facade above the lintels is brick.

61

Present name: Carthage Drugs

Townsquare, Carthage

Present use: drugstore

Functional style

Present condition: extensively remodelled

This building is an example of extensive remodelling done

on so many existing cast-iron facades. Only the tops of

the cast-iron columns remain visible, since the rest has

been sheathed in aluminum. The columns form a post-and-
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lintel system. The second story is brick with a suggestion

of rustication.

62

J. W. Ogburne Building

Junction, HWY 69 and 16, Lindale

1903

Original owner: J. W. Ogburne

Present use: commercial

Functional style

Present condition: good

A late example of cast-iron architecture, this building has

two cast-iron columns of simple design on the ground floor.

The rest of the two-story building is brick with an insert

at the cornice which reads, "J. W. Ogburne-1903."

63

113 Broad Street, Mineola

Pittsburg Foundry; Pittsburg, Texas

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Containing several stores, this building has been remodelled,

obliterating the lower portions of some of the columns. The

upper story is brick.
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64

Present name: Minshews

167-175 Beaulah Street, Hawkins

Oil City Iron Works; Corsicana, Texas

Present use: general store

Functional style

Present condition: fair

This building has four columns and two entrances and was

possibly two stores originally. The columns have minimal

decoration, some fluting and half-spheres. The rest of the

building is brick.

65

Near corner of Tyler and Gilmer, Big Sandy

1904

Oil City Iron Works; Corsicana, Texas

Original owner: J. E. Lowry and W. P. Mings

Present use: assorted stores, newspaper office

Functional style

Present condition: fair

This row of several buildings has functional columns of cast-

iron. The .columns have minimal design details, and the rest

of the buildings are brick.
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66

W. P. Mings Building

Near Tyler and Gilmer Streets, Big Sandy

1912

Oil City Iron Works; Corsicana, Texas

Original owner: W. P. Mings

Present use: storehouse

Functional style

Present condition: dilapidated

Two entrances with two columns each make up this facade.

There is minimal decoration on the cast-iron columns, and

the rest of the building is brick.

67

E. H. Bussey Building

Townsquare, Gilmer

1902

Tyler Foundry and Machine Company, 1902

Original owner: E. H. Bussey

Present use: cafe

Functional style

Present condition: dilapidated

This building has four columns of simple design on the facade.

The remainder of the facade is brick and is only one story.
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68

100 block West Lipscomb, Quitman

Oil City Iron Works; Corsicana, Texas

Present use: furniture store

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Two cast-iron columns flank the entrance of this building.

They are free-standing and of a circular shape rather than

the more common square or rectangular support. The rest of

the building is covered by aluminum siding.

69

Broadway, Alba

Terrell Iron Works

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: neglected

This row of buildings has approximately four columns per

store. One building, in red brick, has "S. E. Howard" in

the cornice. The cast-iron columns are of simple design,

and the rest of the one-story buildings are brick.

70

101 North Main Street, Grand Saline

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: assorted stores
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Functional style

Present condition: good, partially remodelled

These two buildings have eight cast-iron columns of rather

simple design. One building is two-story, the other one-

story. The remainder of both buildings is brick.

71

W. B. Cannon and Amis Brothers Buildings

Corner of Ballard and Oak Streets, Wylie

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas and Denison
Foundry

Original owner: W. B. Cannon and Amis Brothers

Present use: assorted stores

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Cast-iron columns of simple design make up the facade of

these three stores. The green painted columns are stamped

with the Mosher Manufacturing stamp; while the white columns

are stamped with both the Mosher and Denison stamps. The

brown columns are also from the Denison Foundry. None of

the columns are stamped with a date. All three stores are

one-story and are of brick.

72

W. P. Patrick Building

110 Gilmer Street, Sulphur Springs
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1903

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Original owner: W. P. Patrick

Present use: tax office and store

Functional style

Present condition: fair

This building has two entrances and eight cast-iron columns

with minimal design or decoration. It is a two-story build-

ing, the remainder of the building being brick.

73

109-115 West Main Street, Lewisville

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: assorted offices and stores

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Several cast-iron columns make up the facade of this group

of buildings. The columns are of simple design. The rest

of the buildings are wood, masonry, and stucco.

74,75

Cobb Brothers Building

West Main Street, Lewisville

1902

Gainesville Iron Works
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Original owner: Cobb Brothers

Present use: auto store

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This building has four cast-iron columns flanking the two

entrances. On the columns is a stylized floral pattern with

a minimum of detail. The facade above the awning is covered

by aluminum siding. An iron step at the entrance identifies

the Cobb Brothers, 1902.

76

109 West Main, Decatur

Present use: drugstore

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

The columns on this building have a simple raised pattern of

geometric shapes and have been painted bright orange. The

remainder of the one-story building is covered with stucco.

77,78

James Fadden Building

2410-2412 Strand, Galveston

Original owner: James Fadden

Original use: wholesale liquors, cigars

Functional style

Present condition: restored
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Listed in the National Register of Historic Places; His-
torical marker, Texas Historical Commission.

This building has simple columns which almost suggest Neo-

classic components of base, shaft, and capital. They are

oval rather than rectangular or round in circumference.

The rest of the building is brick with elaborate arched

windows on the second story. The second story windows are

separated by simple Neoclassic columns, and the cornice is

topped by round finials. These are all of masonry and

possibly some concrete.

Literature: Virginia Eisenhour, The Strand of Galveston
(Galveston, Texas: By the author, 1973), p. 11.

79

George E. Darsey Building

Grapeland

1913

(Oil) City Iron Works, Corsicana

Original owner: George E. Darsey

Present use: general store

Functional style

Present condition: good

This simple one-story building utilizes several cast-iron

columns with simple profile and minimal decoration. The

rest of the building is brick.
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80

Connally Street, Sulphur Springs

Ft. Worth Iron Works; Ft. Worth, Texas

Present use: Odd Fellows Building

Functional style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Only two cast-iron columns remain from a remodelling project

on the ground floor of this building. Eight column tops are

visible above the awning. They appear to be of a fairly

simple profile with minimal decoration. The rest of the

building is brick with an elaborate, galvanized metal cor-

nice and hood moulds above the second story windows. The

hood moulds are Neoclassicas is the cornice,with consoles

and dentil decoration. There is an "onion top" finial on

the roof at the corner.

ECLECTIC VICTORIAN

81,82

Gould and Dansby Building (Greenslade Drugstore)

111 West Mulberry, Kaufman

1891

Original owner: Gould

Present use: drugstore

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Historical marker from Texas Historical Commission.
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Two cast-iron columns are all that remains after remodelling

on this building. Although the style is of no particular

period, the profile is more pronounced or dramatic than the

functional-style columns. The geometric squares on the

lower half of the columns and the fluting on the upper half

are emphasized by darker paint. The rest of the building is

stucco.

83

111 West Spring, Palestine

1878

Present use: law offices

Eclectic Victorian style

Present conditon: extensively remodelled

On this building only the tops of the cast-iron columns re-

main. The capitals have a console design ending in a floral

pattern. The stringcourse is plain and also of cast-iron.

The rest of the building is masonry with elaborate hood

moulds and cornice of an undetermined material. The hood

moulds over the second story windows are topped by a stylized

floral design. The cornice has Neoclassical dentil decora-

tion with Gothic pendentives at the corners and on the ends

of the arch at the center.

84

Mayes Building
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Near Townsquare, Crockett

1890 approximately

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Original owner: Mayes

Present use: photo studio

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

This building, with a facade by Mesker Brothers, has two

cast-iron columns on the ground floor and a sheath of gal-

vanized metal covering the second floor. The columns are

decorated with stylized medallions. The second floor is

decorated with circles, diamonds, and triangles. One finial

remains at the corner of the cornice. The design is high-

lighted by contrasting brown and white paint. The galva-

nized portion repeats the pilaster-type columns of the

ground floor.

85,86

First Bank Building

East Goliad, Crockett

1893

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Original owner: W. E. Mayes

Original use: bank; present use: abstract office

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored
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Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

Four cast-iron columns on the ground floor and an elaborate

pressed tin cornice over the second floor make up this

facade. The columns are decorated with fan-shaped medal-

lions typical of Mesker Brothers work. The cornice has

Neoclassical detail of consoles and dentil decoration.

87

Moore Building

South Pecan Street, Nacogdoches

1890

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Original owner: S. P. and R. Moore

Present use: assorted

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This one-story building had two entrances and may have been

originally two stores. It has four columns which are slen-

der and decorated with floral and fan shaped medallions.

Iron steps identify the owners, "S. P. and R. Moore," dated

1890. The upper part of the facade is masonry.

88

North Johnson Street, Mineola

1891

Tyler Cab and I. C. Foundry
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Present use: drugstore

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Remodelling has obliterated the tops of ground floor cast-

iron columns in this building. It has four columns, two

slender and two broad, decorated with circles, fluting,

half-spheres, and geometric shapes. The rest of the build-

ing is brick, stucco, and aluminum siding.

89

Lybrand Building

Wills Point

1895

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Original owner: J. M. Lybrand

Present use: drugstore

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This corner building has several cast-iron columns with

elaborate decoration. The suggested fluting pattern is

raised instead of indented. Near the top of the shafts are

raised floral designs, suggestive of Art Nouveau, with half-

spheres at the center. The rest of the building is masonry,

and the tops of the columns are gone above the sidewalk

awning.
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90

North Kentucky, McKinney

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Original use: Enquirer News Office; present use: office
supply store

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Several cast-iron columns remain on the facade of this

building. They have a slightly raised profile and are deco-

rated with a raised, stylized floral pattern. The rest of

the building is masonry.

91

Moell Building, Bennett and Cannon Building

216 and 218 Main Street, Sulphur Springs

Original owner: Moell, Bennett and Cannon

Present use: western stores

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: good

These one-story buildings have simple columns decorated with

geometric designs. Both buildings and columns are painted

dark red, highlighted with white. The rest of the buildings

are brick with simple cornices.

92

202 North Main, Sulphur Springs
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Ft. Worth Iron Works; Ft. Worth, Texas

Present use: dress shop

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This building has four columns decorated with floral designs

and inset with small, Neoclassic columns. The Neoclassic

columns are placed within the shafts of the larger columns.

The capitals of the larger columns are small, square blocks.

The rest of the building is painted concrete blocks.

93

Wooding Building

210 East Rusk Street, Rockwall

1904

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Original owner: W. Wooding

Present use: barber shop, commercial

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Two cast-iron columns with a scroll profile at the bases

and fluting on the shafts make up this building facade.

The sides of the columns are smooth as seen in many cast-

iron columns in the area. The rest of the building is

masonry, stucco, and aluminum.
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94

1006 East Fifteenth Street, Plano

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: carpet store

Eclectic Victorian style

This one-story building has two remaining cast-iron columns.

The bases have a scroll profile surmounted by fluting,

floral medallions, and a raised diamond pattern. The

columns have been painted black, and the tops have been

covered by the remodelling. The rest of the building is

brick and aluminum.

95

106-112 Belknap, Jacksboro

Sherpe and Koken; St. Louis, Mo. - foundry

Present use: offices, commercial

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Several cast-iron columns remain on these two two-story

buildings. Painted green, they have a nearly uninterrupted

profile with some fluting and geometric designs. The rest

of the structure is undressed stone.

96

100 block Southeast First Street, Mineral Wells

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas
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Present use: stores and pool hall

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: neglected, abandoned

These two buildings and one facade have several cast-iron

columns on the ground floor. They have a scroll profile at

the base with fluting, floral medallions, and a diamond

pattern on the shafts. The rest of the buildings are of

brick and rough stone.

97

202 Southeast First Avenue, Mineral Wells

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: rummage store

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

This two-story building has, on the ground floor, five cast-

iron columns which are decorated with geometric lines, an-

gles, and half-spheres. There is also a fleur-de-lys pat-

tern below the capital and a row of half-spheres. The de-

tail is painted brown to contrast the yellow columns. The

rest of the building is masonry.

98

Ft. Worth Street and Austin Avenue, Weatherford

Machine and Boiler Works; Ft. Worth, Texas

Present use: commercial recently, now empty
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Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

Cast-iron columns on the ground floor of this building have

a pronounced, angular profile. The shapes are geometric

and project strongly from the front of the building. The

lower parts of the columns contain the projections while

the upper halves are relatively plain. The tops of the

columns were obliterated in remodelling. The rest of the

building is masonry.

99

Original name: J. D. Brown Building; present name: J.
Gilmer Moore Company

West side townsquare, Granbury

1890 approximately

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Original owner: J. D. Brown

Present use: bookstore

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

This one-story building has four tall cast-iron columns that

are of fairly simple, geometric design. The upper part of

the facade is pressed tin in a strongly projecting cornice.

The cornice design contains circles, medallions, and deco-

rated squares. The cast-iron columns on the ends are wider

than the slender columns which flank the doorway. The rest

of the building is masonry.
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100

Original name: The Fair; present name: Sears store

North side townsquare, Granbury

1888 (iron added 1906)

Gainesville Iron Works

Present use: retail store

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: remodelled 1906

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

Simplicity describes the facade of this one-story building.

Two cast-iron columns were added after a 1906 fire. The

upper part of the facade is stucco over masonry.

100

Aston-Landers Building; present name: Jeannine's

North side townsquare, Granbury

1893

Ft. Worth Iron Works, Ft. Worth, Texas

Present use: dress shop

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

This two-story building has two large cast-iron columns on

the ground floor. These columns have a dramatic, project-

ing, geometric profile. The rest of the building is stone
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with a tin cornice of Neoclassic design; the cornice has

dentil decoration and scroll brackets or consoles. The

cornice is continuous, joining six buildings at the roof-

line.

100

Original name: W. T. Sellars; present name: Hood County
News

North side townsquare, Granbury

1890

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Present use: newspaper office

Eclectic Victorian style

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

This two-story building had its cast-iron columns added after

an 1891 fire which engulfed several stores on this block.

The columns have the standard Mesker Brothers design con-

taining the distinctive scalloped fan. The rest of the

building is red brick and shares the Neoclassic cornice

with the remaining five buildings on the block,

100

Glenn Brothers Building

North side townsquare, Granbury

1885 (iron added 1891)

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.
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Original owner: Glenn Brothers

Present use: commercial

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

Cast-iron columns were added in 1891 to this two-story

building. These columns also have the typical Mesker Broth-

ers design (slide #86) . The second floor is masonry with

stucco and shares a Neoclassic cornice with the other

buildings on the block.

100

Hardware and Tin Shop

North side townsquare, Granbury

1891 (iron added)

Mesker Brothers, Front Builders; St. Louis, Mo.

Original use: hardware shop; present use: commercial

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

Two-stories tall, this building has, on the ground floor,

cast-iron columns which were added after an 1891 fire. The

columns have the standard Mesker Brothers pattern (slide #86)

which includes a scalloped fan above the foundry plate mid-

way on the column. The rest of the building is stuccoed.
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It has a pressed tin Neoclassic cornice that is shared by

the other stores on the block.

101

J. F. and J. Nutt Building

North side townsquare, Granbury

1893

Ft. Worth Iron Works; Ft, Worth, Texas

Original owner: J. F. and J. Nutt

Present use: restaurant

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: restored

Historical marker, Texas Historical Commission

This large two-story building of stone has large cast-iron

columns on the ground floor. The columns have a pronounced

profile and are decorated on three sides. There are small

Neoclassic columns inset into the top fourth of the large

columns, and the rest is decorated by square and rectangular

depressions.

102

118 East Chambers Street, Cleburne

Gainesville Iron Works

Present use: retail shop

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled
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This two-story building has cast-iron columns on the ground

floor. The columns have the usual shape of those termed

"functional," except these are decorated with an unusual

motif. Near the tops of the columns are two raised stripes

between which are three half-spheres. Below this is an

elongated arrow which ends in a full plume in high relief.

These details are accented in brown against the gold columns.

The rest of the building is masonry.

103

West Avenue F, Midlothian

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: warehouse

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: neglected

This long one-story building has eight cast-iron columns

flanking doorways. The profile of the columns is simple,

and the sides are smooth. Halfway up the columns are small,

square medallions topped by a panel with a raised diamond

pattern. The top and bottom of the columns are suggestive

of scroll brackets. The rest of the building is brick.

104

Hawkins Building

105 West Avenue G, Midlothian

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas
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Original owner: W. L. Hawkins

Present use: offices

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: partially remodelled

The facade of this building consists of several fairly sim-

ple square cast-iron columns and one round column at the

corner. The square columns or piers have the smooth sides

and fairly uninterrupted profile so common to the area.

There is the scroll bracket shape suggested at the top and

bottom with a raised square in the middle. The round column

has rings raised at the top, middle, and bottom. At the

base between the two rings are raised stripes; while at the

middle, the rings are separated by half-spheres within

circles. Details are highlighted in white against the blue

paint.

105

Elm, near Lamar, Dallas

Mosher Manufacturing Company; Dallas, Texas

Present use: key shop

Eclectic Victorian style

Present condition: neglected

This two-story building has four cast-iron columns with un-

pronounced scroll bracket profile at the base and capital.

Midway on the columns is a raised square medallion topped
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by a panel with a raised diamond pattern. The rest of the

building is simple and of brick.
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